
How Tigers are being saved by conservation efforts

Everywhere tigers are dieing. No one can stop poaching and deforestation, except the

bbgESA. The Endangered Spiecies Act(or ESA for short) prevents the destruction of the habitat

and poaching of endangered animals. This combined with groups, like Tigers Forever, that helps

tigers by making sure they are protected will help save tigers and increase their numbers.

First of all, one way conservation efforts are helping save tigers is by the ESA, which

bans destroying endangered animals' habitat. According to A Brief Summary on the Endangered

Species Act(ESA) it says that the ESA,” … prohibits the destruction of their critical habitat,”

(Hodges). Tigers are endangered animals so this law is directed toward them. Also because

tigers' habitat can’t be destroyed they won’t die of starvation. This is due to the fact that their

habitat is not being destroyed so their prey is thriving. Not dying and having enough food will

help increase their numbers. One way conservation efforts are helping save tigers is by the ESA

banning the destruction of tigers' habitat

Next, another way conservation efforts are helping save tigers is another part of the ESA

which bans poaching. The website titled A Brief Summary of the Endangered Species Act(ESA)

says that the ESA bans poaching, (Hodges). Tigers are Apex predators. This means other

animals won’t hunt them. This brings their possible ways to die to be hunted by humans and

things related to loss of habitat. This loss of habitat is already prevented by the ESA, so

preventing poaching, the other main cause of tiger deaths, will help save tigers in the long run

and ultimately will increase their numbers.

Lastly, a Final reason why coservation efforts are helping save tigers and increceing their

numbers is due to programs likeTigers Forever. The website for the group called Tigers Forever



says that Tigers Forever is a concervation program that protects tigers by '' monitoring

populations of tigers and their prey, supporting counter-poaching efforts to secure protected

areas, and connect and protect tiger habitats.``(Tigers Forever). Due to the fact that Tigers are

Apex predators, Humans are the only way they get hunted. Tigers Forever make Humans from

tiger’s worst enemy to their best friend.This is by making sure that their habitat is protected and

they are not being poached, making it inevitable that tigers are going to grow in numbers. This is

because a law stops most people from poaching ,but there still might be some poachers out there.

Tigers Forever stop these people, which lets tigers repopulate more. By monitoring tiger

population Tigers Forever can see if some tigers need to be put into captivity because their

numbers are ccriticaly low. A last way conservation efforts save tigers is Tigers Forever, which

makes sure that tigers are safe.

In conclusion, conservation efforts are helping save tigers in many ways. The ESA says

that endangered animals,like tigers, can’t be poached or have their habitat destroyed by humans.

Also Conservation groups like Tigers Forever help protect tigers by making sure that poachers

don’t harm tigers and that their population is not too low. These efforts are just some of the many

saving tigers. If humanity does not commit to saving tigers, history will repeat itself and the

tigers will be gone forever.
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